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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #36 

It has been incredible to watch Christian media sources and many so-called believers to 
fold in discouragement, if not holy despair, as if they had never read the writings of the 
Apostle Paul on our departure from this evil world.  I really hope you have not lost your 
reason for “Hope” throughout this period of 2020.  We are in a war and the malaise the 
church is presently in is not a good way to stand for the Lord! 
 
The world has been fear-mongered by the paranoia pandemic which has been proven 
to have been man-made, a bioweapon intended to paralyze a culture with an invisible 
pathogen that was subjected to Dr. Fauci’s own illegal work to achieve a “Gain of 
Function” to make an everyday cold become more viral or lethal to specific groups of 
people. Dr. Fauci admitted to spending $3.7-milion taxpayer dollars to the Chinese to 
make the virus more virulent and lethal when he was told to “shut down” the project.  He 
went on to spend another $3.7-million to make the virus more lethal.  The Covid-19 was 
executed to begin the transition to the global government noted in the Bible. 
 
The Corona virus is part of a family of pathogens yet there is no evidence to confirm a 
virus exists that they have been a pandemic.  The facts show a 99.9% recovery rate for 
healthy people, and Dr. Joseph Mercola has confirmed that 80% of those who suffered 
health issues/death were Vitamin-D deficient. Furthermore, 90% of all deaths were 
those of us in the high risk age brackets with major existing health problems. The 
disinformation out there should not let from looking at what is truth or fact. Have you 
considered that all these viruses were funded by the NIH or National Institute of Health. 
You did not hear Dr. Fauci, Dr. Birkx, and Dr. Redfield pushing Vitamin D3, C, Zinc, and 
Elderberry, all essential to an optimum immune system.  Their answer was we have to 
have a vaccine or life will never go back to normal.  Friends, we are in the transition 
stage to the Tribulation!  Face the evidence,  all these so-called viruses (pathogens) are 
man-made by our own government. 
 
I would remind you that much remains to be fulfilled.  We did not go to bed one night 
and wake up the next morning finding ourselves in the Tribulation.  We have been 
slowly transitioning from the Age of Grace or the Church into what is about to become 
defined as the Tribulation period or that of Daniel’s 70th Week.  This entire year has 
been weary on all of us, and in our anxious desire to get out of this world we seem to 
forgot what Paul had to say about our soon departure.  I’ve found myself being drained 
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of energy some days over how this ‘beat humanity down’ into fighting against one 
another.  Every time I listen to Dr. Ted Broer’s daily program ‘Health Masters’, I can be 
sure that he is going to bash the Pre-Tribulation teaching, and blame it all on C.I. 
Scofield and the Scofield Bible.  Dr. Ted Broer would like you to believe we are going 
through the Tribulation and we have to buck it up and bear the pain. Then there is Mike 
Snyder of the web site The Economic Collapse.com another “woe is me” peddler of bad 
news pushing his idea of the Post-Tribulation Rapture is our lot!  I purchased and sent 
to Dr. Ted Broer a copy of Dr. David Reagan’s book, ‘The Rapture: Fact or Fiction?’ and 
hoped he would be open to the evidence.  I sent him a long summary of the writings of 
the Early Church Fathers, which reflects what the followers of the Apostles John and 
Paul, and their disciples Polycarp and others believed and taught for the first 350 years 
of the early church. 
 
Dr. Ted Broer and his son Austin sell health nutrients and supplements and use their 
Internet hour as a platform to preach a patently false message from the Bible.  What I 
find interesting of someone of his intelligence level is his unwillingness to look at the 
evidence that proved the early Christian community held rigidly to a “millennium” period 
with the Lord ruling and reigning for a thousand years.  He calls God a liar, discounting 
the entire Epistles of Paul from Romans to Philemon.  They are the bedrock of the New 
Testament message of Grace, and Deliverance before Judgment, and Deliverance. 
 
So many of those de-bunking the Pre-Tribulation Rapture try to act as experts on the 
Biblical message, and act as unofficial critics of God’s revealed Word through His 
selected messenger, the Apostle Paul.  They have no formal education in Bible and 
Theological Studies, no knowledge of Christian History before Martin Luther, no 
knowledge of History, and no training in Biblical Languages.  A few years ago I posted 
an article on the Bible’s contrasting the Rapture vs. the Second Coming, and I showed 
how God gave us 32 ways to make the point the Rapture and the Second Coming are 
two separate events, not one.   
 
You can access that article at:  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/PastorBob/Rv2.pdf  I suggest you download it to 
your computer and save it in case the Internet is taken down, a definite possibility since 
the United Nations controls the Internet since former President Obama turned it over to 
the UN. 
 
The linked article is the most comprehensive list of 32 specific ways that Scripture 
differentiates between these two events.  Various articles and prophecy sites will quote 
some of them but my list is the most exhaustive study of the Bible.  I have spent three 
decades researching how God’s Word explains to the Bible student that there is 
abundant evidence to bifurcate the differences between the Rapture and the Second 
Coming.  If you have not read it or saved it, I urge you to capture it and read the 
compare and contrast study.  This is the most complete list you will find anywhere on 
the difference between the two events:  The Rapture and the Second Coming are two 
events, not one as many errantly believe.  It’s not nice to call God a liar either! 
 

http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/PastorBob/Rv2.pdf
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When I was in college, many of my professors would give final exams that were 
prefaced with a single exam question, “Compare and Contrast…………”  It was a 
frightening challenge to walk into a final exam and know that my grade depended on 
how I would answer a single question on the black board behind a curtain covered 
blackboard.  I went to a Christian, United Presbyterian PCA college, with a solid 
reputation for academics, critical thinking, knowing they were preparing students for 
graduate schools as CPAs, Attorneys, Clergy, Medical professionals, Finance, 
Teaching, etc.  
  
We are living in tumultuous times as never before but I encourage you not to lose hope.  
I remember telling my wife back in February, 2020, that we are on the precipice of the 
Tribulation and to get mentally acclimated to what is occurring.  Something to think 
about is which I think will help one maintain a stable and fearless mind set.  The Bible is 
my compass, and I simply allow the news to confirm and validate what Scripture has 
already revealed to me in terms of the End Times period leading up to our Rapture.   
 
Yes, I am just as convinced as ever that we can look for the Rapture very soon.  What is 
reported on in the media simply confirms for me what the Bible has told me to watch for 
in the world.  For example, just a few days ago, it was reported that Ticket Masters, the 
place you can purchase tickets to public venue events. Ticketmaster has revealed plans 
to verify proof of vaccination or a recent negative test for Covid-19 using a digital health 
pass for sports fans and concertgoers who want to attend live events. 
 
The event ticketing giant revealed its plans, which are still in the preliminary stages, to 
‘Billboard’ magazine on Wednesday, painting the first picture of what live events might 
look like by next year. 
 
Airlines are likely to require passengers to sign up for a “health pass” which includes a 
digital certificate of vaccination against COVID-19 before allowing them to fly, according 
to a new report. 
 
The system would be similar in nature to that being considered by Ticketmaster, who it 
was revealed earlier this week are considering making customers prove they’ve had the 
vaccine or a negative coronavirus test before allowing them to purchase tickets. “Three 
global alliances representing 58 airlines are pushing governments to allow widespread 
COVID-19 testing of passengers instead of existing quarantine restrictions that they 
argue are ineffective and have killed travel demand,” states the report.   
 
Airline passengers would be subject to similar measures being considered by 
Ticketmaster whereby they would have to verify they’ve been vaccinated or tested 
negative 24 to 72 hours before the flight.  
 
“The bottom line: No heath pass? No admittance. And perhaps, no flying,” states the 
report.  Folks, this is the Antichrist New World Order coming into view. 
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The system would be organized under the auspices of CommonPass, a program 
sponsored by the World Economic Forum, which is pushing for a post-COVID “Great 
Reset” that would transform the world.   
 
With Uber and other companies also beginning to refuse services to people who fail to 
comply with coronavirus restrictions, the “new normal” will likely create a lower caste of 
refusniks who are barred from traveling, any form of social life, and in the future even 
basic financial services. 
 
It followed Monday's news that Pfizer's vaccine candidate had shown 90 percent 
efficacy in clinical trials, paving the way for a vaccinated world in which large crowds 
can again attend baseball games, concerts, live theater and other events.  Ticketmaster 
said that it planned to use tie-ins between its own mobile ticketing app and third party 
health information companies like CLEAR Health Pass or IBM's Digital Health Pass to 
verify vaccination status or negative test results.  Bill Gates repeatedly said to the affect 
that “no vaccine, no job, no food, etc.”  No, Bill Gates is not the Antichrist.  If you really 
want to know who Mr. “666” really is, look for my article:  “The Satanic Talmud and 
the Synagogue of Satan – Part 6”.  It can be found on page 20 of my web page:  
www.pastorbobreid.com I posted it on February 26, 2020.   
 
The cashless society is moving at warp speed to institute its new blockchain “computer 
dollars”, basically digits on a computer ledger.  The list of Rothschild-central banks and 
credit card companies is rapidly becoming part of this next phase in which paper fiat 
money will become obsolete.  Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum is talking 
about a ‘Reset’ that will abolish all debt, and people will not own anything and they will 
like it!   
 
It is likely once the 2020 Presidential election is certified that the Federal Reserve will 
begin by issuing a stimulus check to those who received a stimulus check back in May 
or June, but this time around it will be issued by the Federal Reserve directly, not the 
U.S. Treasury, and it will be an electronic payment, no check, whereby you have to 
have an electronic account which will involve a debit card to spend the funds.  This will 
be the gateway point for every man, woman, and child to become part of the New World 
Order ‘cashless” society.  The Federal Reserve now owns fully 1/3rd of all secured 
assets, such as home mortgages, real estate, corporate securities and bonds.  The 
replacement of the new electronic money debit card with the “Microchip” (the “Mark” of 
the Beast System of Revelation 13:17) in the hand will be the final transition step to 
enslave humanity.   
 
Included in the World Economic Forum 4th Industrial Revolution is a plan to give every 
man, woman, and child a monthly stipend, free money, whether they have a job or not, 
as necessary living funds.  The Rothschild central banks are working out the plan as a 
means of maintaining peace and quiet as well as controlling the people.  Most people 
polled believe getting free money would encourage them to become part of this New 
World Order system.   Those who understand this system of enslavement will be given 
the chance to worship the “Beast” or face whatever punishment that the system has in 

http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
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mind for them.   “And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was 
given unto them: and I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness 
of Jesus, and for the word of God”  –(Revelation 20:4). 
 
The World Economic Forum is transitioning the world to the “Cashless” society, and the 
“Mark” of the Beast, and the Seven year Tribulation period is within a few months.  Most 
of you are unaware of Agenda 21, and Agenda 2030 which was established in 1992 at 
the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED, popularly known as the 
Earth Summit) held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  Initially, 105 countries signed the treaty for 
Sustainable Development in which they agreed to reduce their population.  Read my 
series on “Depopulation” – the World’s number #1 Problem”.  I am working on Part 
9 at the present time.  Their goal is bring the world’s population down to 500-million, 
from its present 7.8-billion. 
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Believers have long been warned that decapitation is the preferred method of execution 
in the end times.  Beheading is found in the Word of God and the Word of God is the 
truth. And so, death by decapitation has been in the news since Canada recently let out 
for bid the plan to purchase guillotines.  I kid you not. The news media has been 
steadily promoting the idea of the once-unthinkable: the return of the guillotine and 
death by decapitation.  Don’t panic, this is not likely until after the Church has been 
removed in the Rapture!  “Because you have kept My command to persevere, I also 
will keep you from the hour of trial which shall come upon the whole world, to 
test those who dwell on the earth.”  -(Revelation 3:10). 
 
Over the past several years, the media has been slowly but surely been moving the 
public conversation of “humane” execution away from lethal injection and, inevitably, 
toward decapitation. 
 
FIRST, there have been the “problems” with lethal injection and the pretend problem of 
the unavailability of obtaining lethal drugs to inject into the condemned. 
 
The Pfizer ban on lethal drug sales complicates executions in 20 states. 
 
OF COURSE, this is a totally bogus and manufactured problem. One only needs to 
inject an air bubble into the condemned to kill them deader than a door nail. Put the 
condemned to sleep, inject an air bubble and voila!: one dead condemned man (or 
woman). 
 
But such a simple, cost-effective solution is not what the mystery of iniquity has 
planned, so everyone in the media pretends to wring their hands; pretends to search for 
a solution; pretends that they have just “discovered” the humane solution of the 
guillotine (sometimes the firing squad is also mentioned in order the “solution” offered 
not appear so obvious). 
 
The solution will end up being the axe or the sword or the guillotine. Beheading by any 
other name is still death by losing one’s head: decapitation is decapitation is 
decapitation. The Synagogue of Satan is more interested in the result than the method.   
Decapitation is a powerful image to project fear, authority and power.  
 
However, the Bible is God’s Word and God’s Word is completely infallible. 
 
“And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their 
testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death.”  –(Revelation 12:11)  This 
is reference to those who come to Christ Jesus in the Tribulation! 
 
8 Things you may not know about the Guillotine, according to The History Channel: 
 
1. Its origins date back to the Middle Ages. 
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The name “guillotine” dates to the 1790s and the French Revolution, but similar 
execution machines had already been in existence for centuries. A beheading device 
called the “planke” was used in Germany and Flanders during the Middle Ages, and the 
English had a sliding axe known as the Halifax Gibbet, which may have been lopping off 
heads all the way back to antiquity. The French guillotine was likely inspired by two 
earlier machines: the Renaissance-era “mannaia” from Italy, and the notorious “Scottish 
Maiden,” which claimed the lives of some 120 people between the 16th and 18th 
centuries. Evidence also shows that primitive guillotines may have been in use in 
France long before the days of the French Revolution. 
 
2. It was originally developed as a more humane method of execution. 
 
The origins of the French guillotine date back to late-1789, when Dr. Joseph-Ignace 
Guillotin proposed that the French government adopt a gentler method of execution. 
Although he was personally opposed to capital punishment, Guillotin argued that 
decapitation by a lightning-quick machine would be more humane and egalitarian than 
sword and axe beheadings, which were often botched. He later helped oversee the 
development of the first prototype, an imposing machine designed by French doctor 
Antoine Louis and built by a German harpsichord maker named Tobias Schmidt. The 
device claimed its first official victim in April 1792, and quickly became known as the 
“guillotine”—much to the horror of its supposed inventor. Guillotin tried to distance 
himself from the machine during the guillotine hysteria of the 1790s, and his family later 
unsuccessfully petitioned the French government to change its name in the early 19th 
century. 
 
3. Guillotine executions were major spectator events. 
 
During the Reign of Terror of the mid-1790s, thousands of “enemies of the French 
revolution” met their end by the guillotine’s blade. Some members of the public initially 
complained that the machine was too quick and clinical, but before long the process had 
evolved into high entertainment. People came to the place de la Revolution in droves to 
watch the guillotine do its grisly work, and the machine was honored in countless songs, 
jokes and poems. Spectators could buy souvenirs, read a program listing the names of 
the victims, or even grab a quick bite to eat at a nearby restaurant called “Cabaret de la 
Guillotine.” Some people attended on a daily basis, most famously the “Tricoteuses,” a 
group of morbid women who supposedly sat beside the scaffold and knitted in between 
beheadings. The theater even extended to the condemned. Many people offered 
sarcastic quips or defiant last words before being executed, and others danced their 
way up the steps of the scaffold. Fascination with the guillotine waned at the end of the 
18th century, but public beheadings continued in France until 1939. 
 
4. It was a popular children’s toy. 
 
Children often attended guillotine executions, and some may have even played with 
their own miniature guillotines at home. During the 1790s, a two-foot-tall, replica blade-
and-timbers was a popular toy in France. Kids used the fully operational guillotines to 
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decapitate dolls or even small rodents, and some towns eventually banned them out of 
fear that they were a vicious influence. Novelty guillotines also found their way onto 
some upper class dinner tables, where they were used as bread and vegetable slicers. 
 
5. Guillotine operators were national celebrities. 
 
As the fame of the guillotine grew, so too did the reputations of its operators. 
Executioners won a great deal of notoriety during the French Revolution, when they 
were closely judged on how quickly and precisely they could orchestrate multiple 
beheadings. The job was often a family business. Multiple generations of the famed 
Sanson family served as state executioner from 1792 to 1847, and were responsible for 
dropping the blade on King Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette, among thousands of others. 
During the 19th and 20th centuries, the role of chief headsman fell to Louis and Anatole 
Deibler, a father and son pair whose combined tenure extended from 1879 to 1939. 
People often chanted the Sansons’ and Deiblers’ names in the streets, and their choice 
of clothing on the scaffold was known to inspire fashion trends. Executioners were also 
a subject of morbid fascination in the criminal underworld. According to some accounts, 
gangsters and other hoods would get tattoos with grim slogans such as, “My Head 
Goes To Deibler.” 
 
6. Scientists conducted gruesome studies on the heads of the condemned. 
 
From the very beginning of its use, speculation abounded over whether the heads of the 
guillotined remained conscious after being cut off. The debate reached new heights in 
1793, when an assistant executioner slapped the face of one of his victims’ heads and 
spectators claimed to see its cheeks flush in anger. Doctors later asked the condemned 
to try to blink or leave one eye open after their execution to prove they could still move, 
and others yelled the deceased’s name or exposed their heads to candle flames and 
ammonia to see if they would react. In 1880, a doctor named Dassy de Lignieres even 
had blood pumped into the head of a guillotined child murderer to find out if it would 
come back to life and speak. The ghastly experiments were put to a stop in the 20th 
century, but studies on rats have since found that brain activity may continue for around 
four seconds after decapitation. 
 
7. It was used for executions in Nazi Germany. 
 
The guillotine is most famously associated with revolutionary France, but it may have 
claimed just as many lives in Germany during the Third Reich. Adolf Hitler made the 
guillotine a state method of execution in the 1930s, and ordered that 20 of the machines 
be placed in cities across Germany. According to Nazi records, the guillotine was 
eventually used to execute some 16,500 people between 1933 and 1945, many of them 
resistance fighters and political dissidents. 
 
8. It was last used in the 1970s. 
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The guillotine remained France’s state method of capital punishment well into the late 
20th century. Convicted murderer Hamida Djandoubi became the last person to meet 
his end by the “National Razor” after he was executed by the guillotine in 1977. Still, the 
machine’s 189-year reign only officially came to an end in September 1981, when 
France abolished capital punishment for good. 
 
It is true that many Tribulation saints will be beheaded for their faith, and for their refusal 
to take the Mark. But what do we really know about beheading? There is a current 
phenomenon that gives us a great deal of insight into this matter. 
 
I know that this is not something to find comfort in but there are at least 15 references in 
the Bible where Jews and Christians were beheaded by agents of Satan.  There is 
profound comfort in knowing that the Apostle Paul never once in his Epistles mentioned 
that be-heading was in store for those who were looking for “The Blessed Hope”.  
Scripture is not so kind about those who come to know the Lord during the days just 
ahead.  Seven years can be a long time especially when the Antichrist begins his 
persecution of those who call upon the Lord.  If you have a loved one, a relative, a close 
friend, a co-worker, it becomes incumbent upon you to win them to the Lord before we 
are called up, the day is getting close. 
 
It is comforting to know that Jesus’ appointed the Apostle Paul to the Gentiles, Paul 
never infers, or implies, or even suggests that a genuine believer in Jesus Christ, need 
worry about facing what the Tribulation is going to bring to an unbelieving God-hating 
world.  I just spent a week scouring the Epistles of Paul, (Romans to Philemon) and you 
will not find so much as a single reference exists warning us or telling us to prepare for 
the Tribulation period, even though it might seem that we are there now.  Some Internet 
pundits are saying that we are in the Tribulation now, not so, not until the Antichrist 
signs the ‘Covenant with the Many’.  “And he shall confirm the covenant with many 
for one week: and in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the 
oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of abominations he shall make it 
desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon 
the desolate.”  -(Daniel 9:27).  Signing this Treaty begins the Seven Year Tribulation! 
 
Things are going to get progressively worse between now and summer of next year.  
That said, there will be no guillotine for the Bride.  She is heading for the wedding - not 
the butcher shop!  You can stop worrying about the “Mark” of the Beast. You will not be 
here. The Bride must fly away before the Antichrist can ride!  The Antichrist is an 
excellent horseman by the way. 
 
Experts in history and political science are telling us, once the election has been 
certified, it does not matter which candidate may be declared the victor, a civil war is 
assured to follow. I am among those who see a Civil War coming.  The nation became 
polarized years ago and is ungovernable.  Martin Armstrong was interviewed Saturday 
night, November 14, 2020, on Greg Hunter’s news wrap-up program.   America has 
been lost for a long time and it is difficult for people to understand how this came about.   
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Martin Armstrong also warns, “They (Democrats/communists) want to eliminate the 
Supreme Court—period.  This is outrageous what they are doing.  That’s why I have 
said this is not a simple election between Republican and Democrat.  This is something 
much more sinister. . . . You will own nothing, and you will be happy.  Their idea is to 
strip everybody of all property—period.  That’s communism.  Then you are going to give 
guaranteed basic income.  If you don’t do what the government tells you to do, like get a 
vaccine or whatever, then, oh, your guaranteed basic income will be suspended.  Then 
how are you going to eat?  This is what they are doing. . . . In communism, they take all 
assets away from everybody.” 
 
The chart on the next page is one of Martin Armstrong’s computer models predicting 
economic cyclic points which are based on thousands of data points, patterns, all used 
to make economic predictions for clients, countries, and financial institutions.  His 
system was simply so uncanny and perfect, and it was clear back in the late 1990s why 
the government wanted his computer modeling software so bad, they tried everything to 
get it, even to put him in jail without a trial or prosecution; eight years without a trial by 
jury!  Martin Armstrong’s situation was very much like what the U.S. DOJ did to another 
software developer to steal a software program called PROMIS back in the 19870’s.   
 

 
 
PROMIS is believed by some to be the forerunner to the now infamous “Prism” program 
by the National Security Agency (NSA).  The “Prism” program was brought to light by 
leaker Edward Snowden, yet it is now coming to light, that a program has existed long 
before this new revelation.  It was known as PROMIS. 
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PROMIS is the name for a Department of Justice computer software program.  In the 
mid-1970s, Inslaw, Inc., a small Washington D.C. software development company, 
created for a highly efficient, people-tracking, computer program known as Prosecutor’s 
Management Information System (PROMIS). Inslaw’s principal owners, William Anthony 
Hamilton and his wife, Nancy Burke Hamilton, later sued the United States Government 
(acting as principal to the Department of Justice) for not complying with the terms of the 
PROMIS contract and for refusing to pay for an enhanced version of PROMIS once 
delivered. This allegation of software piracy led to three trials in separate federal courts 
and two congressional hearings. 
 
I’m reminded of another theft of intellectual property by our government.  The real 
creators of the social media platform known as “Face Book”  was stolen by the CIA from 
Michael McKibben and his company Leader Technology of Columbus, OH.  Michael 
and his company has a $1-trillion law suit against the country under the Miller Act for 
theft of intellectual property.  They are the true inventors of Face Book. 
 
What I am sharing here is not irrelevant and I am not just rambling, but to make a point 
that we are caught up in an evil world gone rogue.  Highly talented and creative people 
have been used, cheated, chewed up, thrown into jail, bankrupted, by our government 
to steal proprietary intellectual property.  
 
I mentioned Martin Armstrong because of what he said in his interview with Greg Hunter 
relative to his remarks about what is happening in the world’s move to the One World 
Order. 
 
Armstrong also says, “They are using CV19 and climate change to set an agenda for 
control.”  He is speaking of the World Economic Forum and founder Klaus Schwab, and 
his 4th Industrial Revolution.  Martin Armstrong is speaking (probably unaware of Bible 
prophecy) of End of Days events.  And so I am making the point of just how close we 
are to the fulfillment of Daniel’s Seventieth Week.  Many are unable to see the forest for 
the trees and so I make my point that the Tribulation, “THE TRIBULATION” is directly in 
front of us.  We are that close and it may not seem evident to you just how close the 
Rapture is but I am even more confident of its nearness.  I watch closely the activities of 
Mr. “666” for indicators that he is about to make his debut on the world stage and his 
plans to sign the Covenant with the Many!  You simply cannot imagine how close this 
event is! 
 
In closing, Armstrong says, “We are getting into a situation where it is a war against us.  
I hope Trump wins because . . . he’s our last defense against some of these people, 
and that’s why they have been trying to steal this election. . . . They are promoting this 
great reset–and its communism.  These people think this is good for the climate, but 
they are going to find out they are selling out, not just themselves, but their families and 
all posterity.” 
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From what I know of Martin Armstrong over the past twenty-five years, I believe he was 
being reserved in saying what he believes is in store for the nation in the next few 
months or so, I think he sees much worse for the nation.  I have to admit that when he 
was in prison on trumped up charges, I corresponded with him over a period of three 
years.  He is not likely to remember me, but I prayed for his well-being during what had 
to have been a bleak period in his professional life as an economics prophet.  Martin 
Armstrong is in my view one of the greatest analyst of historical cycles.  2021 is from his 
analysis the end of civilization as we know it.  As a student of the Bible, over the past 55 
years, we draw very similar conclusions but from different perspectives.   
 
Now is not the time to bemoan our concerns about this day and date and nothing has 
happened.  Jesus stated:  “For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of 
the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add 
unto him the plagues that are written in this book.” –(Revelation 22:18). 
 
This passage documents how important and locked in place in the Bible and all 
prophecy is fixed. Prophecy validates the Bible by predicting future events. Further, God 
provided us with prophecy so believers can understand the future and identify where we 
are on God’s Biblical timeline.  For us prophecy is simply history told in advance! 
 
Just before Jesus ascended into Heaven, the Disciples approached Him and asked, 
“Wilt thou at this time restore again the kingdom to Israel”, (Acts 1:6)? 
 
“And he said unto them, It is not for you to know the times or the seasons, which 
the Father hath put in his own power.”  -(Acts 1:7). 
 
As frustrating as that may be at times, that is how God wanted it. Nevertheless, this 
verse falls in line with many other verses that explain the same thing. God is not, and I 

https://dailyverses.net/images/en/kjv/xl/1-john-4-4.jpg
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will add, cannot lessen or lengthen the time until Jesus’ Return. So God has not, and 
will not, give us a “reprieve”, that is just “conspiracy and prophecy”. 
 
Let’s now solidify the point with this point. 
 
In Daniel 8:19, we are told:  “And he said, Behold, I will make thee know what shall 
be in the last end of the indignation: for at the time appointed the end shall be.” 
 
In the prior verses, Daniel was shown the final events of the last days. What is the “last 
end of the indignation”? 
 
The “last end” is the end of this world age. “Strong’s: Concordance #H2195 indignation” 
is “God’s displeasure with sin”, His wrath that will be poured out at the end of the 
Tribulation. When exactly does that occur?  “At the time appointed the end shall be”. 
 
For clarity, “Strong’s Concordance #H4150 appointed” means “An appointment, that 
is, a fixed time”. 
 
This means God has set an “appointment” for the end of this world age that will occur at 
a “fixed time” that is unchangeable. This perfectly aligns with everything else we have 
covered.  We have been for a long time engaged in attempting to ‘pin the tail’ on the 
donkey games of calling the date, but none that I know or read has been correct.  We all 
have for good reasons missed the mark trying to figure out the day of His return.   
 
The prophecy of Mark 13:32 has so far, remains to be fulfilled, YES, Mark 13:32 is a 
prophecy:  “But of that day and that hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels 
which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father.  Only our Father knows the 
“fixed time”, the day and hour of Jesus’ Return. Our Father is the one who set the clock, 
and only He knows when the alarm will go off.  My point here is none of us will be able 
to identify the day or the hour, and if for no other reason than the fact God said it!   
 

 
 
"That day" refers to the Day of the Lord, as prophesied repeatedly in the Old 
Testament -(Amos 8:3, 9, 13; Micah 4:6; Zephaniah 1:9f.; Joel 3:18; Zechariah 9:16; 
14:4; etc.). This clearly distinguishes the time of the destruction of Jerusalem from that 
of His advent. The destruction of the temple could be foreknown in time to flee to the 
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mountains -(verses 14-18). However, the coming of the Son of Man cannot be 
foreknown by any man. 
 
Jesus said that only the Father knows when "that day" will be. Angels, though involved 
in end-time events -(Matthew 13:41; Revelation 14:19), do not know the time. He 
himself did not know. This is a statement which NO Christian would have invented. 
Jesus was both God and man; during His earthly ministry, it was the Father's will that in 
some instances He lay aside the exercise of powers of deity while on Earth -(see 
Philippians 2:6-8; Acts 10:38; John 5:30). It seems sure that He now knows the time of 
His coming; where the Bible is silent, and we need not press for knowledge. 
 
While many of us have engaged in speculation, studying the signs of Revelation 12, the 
Feast Days of Leviticus 23; studying the Typology of Biblical themes and patterns. Such  
studies might seem as a hopeless effort because God said NO MAN can know it.  I 
believe to the contrary, as any focus on the Word of God draws us closer and 
strengthens our reason for having “Hope”. You might not have thought of Mark 13:32 as 
being a prophecy and it was a slap upside my head when it sunk in.  We know we are in 
the Season and so our comfort comes from knowing the signs of His Return!  
Furthermore, not knowing the day is a reminder that we still have work to do.  By that, I 
am saying there is more than enough for every believer to be about the Father’s 
business. 
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“And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your 
heads; for your redemption draweth nigh!” 
 
In over 55 years of study and education, I think and believe the remaining time is 
shorter than any of us might think.  I have not written a Blessed Hope article for several 
weeks and have gone back and have been reading my eBook, ‘The Season of the 
Rapture’, which I wrote in 2014 and 2015.  The other morning I was inspired to write at 
least one more “Blessed Hope” series. 
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Do not take a vaccine, and don’t wear that silly diaper.  The likes of Klaus Schwab, the 
House of Rothschild, and Jesuit False Prophet Pope Francis and his counterpart the 
Black Pope Arturo Sosa, all want your worship.  Death is not the worst thing in life; 
slavery is the worst think that can happen to you.  “For God hath not given us the 
spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind”  -(2nd Timothy 1:7).  
Don’t be afraid to assert it and remember we win in the back of the Book! 
 
Natural News posted a new video overview of the Covid-19 vaccine label for 
AstraZeneca’s vaccine reveals that it’s made with MRC-5, a strain of aborted human 
fetal tissue.  Most, if not all vaccines require aborted baby fetal tissue. 
 
The video was originally posted to Instagram. It walks the viewer through a closer look 
at the packaging labeling of the AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine, beginning with the 
ChAdOx1-S(recombinant) designation on the label. This ingredient leads the viewer 
down a rabbit hole of online research, eventually discovering that recombinant strains 
used in the vaccine are grown from the aborted fetal tissue of a 14-week-old aborted 
human baby.  Others in the race to deliver a vaccine for the so-called Covid also are 
using aborted fetal cell tissue. 
 
Vaccines are medical cannibalism.  Abortion is still murder with a different name! 
 
They cannot be Kosher, and they cannot be Christian. Anyone taking a vaccine made 
with aborted human fetal tissue is supporting the continued murder and organ 
harvesting of human babies, financially supporting the human body parts traffic industry 
involving Planned Parenthood and vaccine manufacturers.  
 
How many babies had to die so that the vaccine industry could earn billions in profits off 
a weaponized plandemic?  But that is not the end of it. 
 
I did not intend to discourage anyone about the vaccines on “warp speed” but hope their 
own research and information will give the reader the kind of information that you should 
be thinking about before letting someone “inject” you with one of these untested, 
unproven, and unknown vaccines.  This is no time to play Russian roulette with your 
body! 
 
 
Many blessings are yours in His Name, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22 
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